
H-ANALYZER 

Topic: H-Analyzer, a habit analyser, is a wearable personal mini intelligent computer or 

simply an assistant. Catching up with machine learning and search engine optimization I plan 

to explore on designing an automatic analyser for the daily feed. My product turns out to be a 

personal care-taker by collecting wide range of data that is actually related to the user. In the 

first 30 days of usage, this product learns the activities of the user and analyses the habits of 

the user. Once done with the analysis, HA feeds the user with habits that can be changed by 

the user in order to get healthier, in the most compatible and pleasing way. Using the 

psychological triggering technique the HA detects the habit and significantly triggers the user 

with the effects that his habits are making whenever the event occurs. 

  

 

What: H-analyzer is a personal and earth health analysing product. Starting with the 

analysis of most important aspect namely health, which is the first basic source and reason for 

human existence, the product is designed to create a bond of interaction b/w real world and 

virtual world to access the key points that can make our lives better. Leveraging the 

connectivity innovations as the base the H-analyzer is a personal assistant of the customer 

that collects, analyses and suggests the methodologies to the user. Using this product one can 

improve their life span in the greenest way possible, also contributing to the escalation of 

human existence on Earth. The product maintains a database connected through our servers 

so as to provide a wide breach of knowledge on the most efficient processes on earth that had 

been ever untapped before. No matter how good the technology sounds, the future lies in the 

presentation of it. Hence forth the virtual reality comes into action to boost the experience of 

using H-Analyzer. Using virtual reality products like Impression TT, Oculus rift, MS Holo 

Lens we ought to take in data from your surroundings and analyse them for you and suggest 

which suits your personal lifestyle. By making this product I learned what virtual reality is 

and how it can actually make a link b/w reality and virtual world. However once the 

analysing part of project is done i will be dealing with number of wearable’s compatible with 

this. 

 

 



Where: The project is done in the city I’m living in. The name of city is Visakhapatnam 

which is in the state of Andhra Pradesh, India. Visakhapatnam is a small beautiful city that is 

one among the first 5 cities that India opted to turn smart. I had been working on the smart 

methodologies of turning a city smart earlier since past six months here which serves as a 

good base for my project. The daily habits of people here made vizag the most polluted city 

in India. Increasing Urbanisation has drastic effects on the city. 

Beauty of the city 

 

 

 The city is truly an adorable place for tourism. The site seeing places are many with 

exotic recipes available in all corners of the city. But the increasing urbanisation brought 

chaos to the city.  

Other part of city: 

 



 

The above pics are of the same city but the cameras just couldn’t make it look more beautiful. 

These aspects of the city are due to our daily habits that need a caution and a reward to save 

the city from being ruined. This product I’m making can certainly bring the change required 

to save my city. 

Who: I had engaged with few friends of mine at first just to check how willing they are to 

use such a thing. After getting positive response i visited the startup village nearby which is a 

centre of innovation in our city and attended few meetups in order to meet and talk to few 

people who are working on smart cities like me. The below image shows the head of sankhya 

technologies whom i met and spoke about some of the technologies they are dealing with and 

their research areas. There are very many start-ups there working on making the city smart 

and all of them have one common thing. That is they believe smart cities are made by smart 

minds. People should change the way they are and should become more socially responsible. 

Hearing these lines from them i understood the necessity of educating people with better 

techniques.  

 

How: After understanding the need of the H-analyzer I got a base on which the whole 

system is to be designed. Analysis of big data is crucial but intricate aspect. So instead of 

trying to take up everything and sound like a un-carved piece of wood I took the design 

aspect first. Through this I first figured out what I want to make and what all are needed in it. 

To classify the things I started to analyse data.  

DATA ANALYSIS: 

 I made research studying loads of papers online and understood the world runs on few basic 

aspects. Naming them cost, efficiency, co2 emissions or the carbon footprints. The graph 



below shows how the three aspects had been changed since past few years. (I made the graph 

studying few technologies like solar panels, mobiles, vehicles etc.) 

 

The yield of the H-Analyzer should be in such a way that it takes efficiencies higher 

and gets costs lower. Altering our daily habits and technologies we use can contribute to this. 

The product should start somewhere so i started at our daily habits. Once the database is 

ready i will expand it to the things we use in our daily lives. Next the material constituents 

and the big data comes into action.  

Next to this I concentrated to classify our habits. Trying to count the habits is a tough 

thing hence coming from the yield point i reverse engineered the process. The tables can be 

created in name of their outputs. After analysis of the things we do every day and how they 

show impact on our daily lives. This data will be sufficient enough to complete my project as 

a prototype which when implemented will be gathering its own data using ubiquitous 

algorithms. The motive is to create a virtual profile of user that collects data from user’s 

virtual records. Once the records are set for the first one month the data is analysed with 

aspects online through our servers and the user is guided better. 



 

Figure-1 

 

The above flow chart shows the classification made in order to achieve smarter cities. Since 

smart cities can’t just be made by government but also needs smart people working for it, our 

H-Analyzer is designed to suggest its users through the following aspects. By the data from 

the flow chart I collected few methods which might make our habits better. This is the 

initiation of data collection. Once the product is out to private beta stage in which the users 

get to feed the product simultaneously as they are using it. The product is a self- feeder, as 

stated before, that takes in data from the surroundings and its user. Using the latest trends of 

machine learning it can be coded in such a way that it takes in data related to the user’s daily 

circumstances by making preferences. Once the data is gathered and filtered, H-Analyzer 

finally holds the best methodology that suits its master. For example, when it’s master sick or 

feeling dizzy, the condition is noted and H-analyzer searches for the similar condition in its 

surroundings or on the internet. Once it finds the solution or probable method to solve it, H-

analyzer would like to run a scan if it suits its master or not. On account of 0 objections the 

best methodology is suggested to the user. Say, “Please have this particular drink composing 

of these constituents and do take a 15minutes walk at 5:44am tomorrow. The drink 

neutralizes the blood pressure which is the cause for the dizziness and the morning walk 

exactly scheduled at sunrise can get you out of the trance of being ill in no time.”  
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DESIGN: 

Here is a chart showing the classification of processes that H-analyser predicts. Health is 

classified into two major types namely  

1. Personal Health 

2. Earth Health 

 

The classification is further sub classified into various aspects depending on the 

Priorities. Personal Health is mainly composed of 4 aspects that are food we eat, drink we 

take, air we breathe and the amount of exercise our body and brain receives. Coming to the 

Earth Health which is the synonym of climate condition here, it is decided based on our 

activities that effect the air, land and water. H-analyzer tracks the activities of ours to caution 

us how badly our daily routine can affect our personal health and Earth health. 

 

 

There are wide ranges of aspects that can be brought into light using H-analyzer that 

can actually make people act smart. In our daily life we subconsciously do many activities 

that leads our life. Our personal habits can predict what we are going to be like. Hence to 

create a caution note for the activities we do and to provide the correct knowledge regarding 

them H-analyzer is designed to bring a change. By using an alternative methodologies that 

can save loads of money and are actually healthier to us.  

 

 

 
 

 

The above are few examples of how a person can actually be smart. Being smart 

happens to be achieved in two ways. One is using better technology and the other is using 

better attitude. 
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Do go through the high lightened words. Google them to understand in deep. 

 

 On account of personal health, after tons of online research i found that the food we 

eat can be analysed using tools like TELLSPEC which is a tool that states what the 

ingredients in your food are when you scan it. There are many apps like 

TREEHUGGER etc., which can also tell you the usual data from their database. 

 To scan and analyse drinks the process used by the innovative product like VESSYL 

can be used. This is also a similar product which tells you what you’re drinking.  

 Air around us can be scanned through sensors around the city which are mandatory in 

smart cities. So the data from there can be used to analyse and tell you what air are 

you breathing and how good it is and also how well you are ruining it. 

 There are many fitness products like HEXOSKIN, SHUBUI that tracks your health. 

Hexoskin is the first wearable movement, respiration, and heart activity tracker. 

Hexoskin tracks your health and gives you insights about your activities, your sleep 

and your life's choices. 

 Coming to the Earth health, the virtual reality products like Oculus rift tracks few of 

our actions and habits via camera. Our usual doings like littering or maintaining a bad 

tech that affects the Earth health in a bad way. These are notified back to us in a 

better way. (The tech like google glasses and oculus rift are used to make the product 

present with user all the time to take data and to suggest him)

 
 Every time we follow the advices and change our habits the system improves its 

capability of finding closer methodologies to your liking. If you like sweets and if 

you’re being good, the system searches for the food that includes sweets in the good 

diet. Although this is an example just to make everyone understand the way the 

system rewards us. Many more aspects can be added to this. 

 

 

 



CHALLENGE: 

The research part is a good thing that can be done with loads of hard work. The data was 

available to me online and from my surroundings. Integration of things depending on 

priorities was done pretty well in the given time. But the main challenge is turning this whole 

thing into a platform that is a mini system. Although further research is needed to carve all 

the points more accurately and precisely, this can be a prototype of the original thing. Being a 

civil engineer i had done my part of research which built a base to work on and a product to 

build. I would love to have coders and computer techies on this project so that on one hand i 

get to deal with the data and on the other hand the front end of the project is made. The final 

product can be built bigger and better using this prototype. Hence i take up building a higher 

version of this with better data analytics as the challenge.  

Would like mails regarding this if interested: Lucky3aeon@yahoo.com 

Final Product: 

Hence the final product H-Analyzer would be suggesting the users with the methodologies 

that suit them and those which can make our living smarter.  

 H-Analyzer would suggest something 

like “This route can save you 24% of fuel and is more aesthetic which improves your mood 

helping 12% in healing your brain.” 

Taking a coke every day? Became habituated?? Health 

damaging and environmentally dangerous.  

mailto:Lucky3aeon@yahoo.com


H-Analyzer suggests you to take this health drink made of 

raspberries available in the store right down your street. It can Leverage health by 22% and 

reduce your stress by adding a chilling effect. Works 33% better than coke and provides more 

relaxation. 
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